Feasibility of measuring Event Related Desynchronization with Electroencephalography during Walking
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Abstract—Brain Computer Interfaces could be useful in rehabilitation of movement, perhaps also for gait. Until recently, research on movement related brain signals has not included measuring electroencephalography (EEG) during walking, because of the potential artifacts. We investigated if it is possible to measure the Event Related Desynchronization (ERD) and event related spectral perturbations (ERSP) during walking. Six subjects walked on a treadmill with a slow speed, while EEG, electromyography (EMG) of the neck muscles and step cycle were measured. A Canonical Correlation Analysis (CCA) was used to remove EMG artifacts from the EEG signals. It was shown that this method correctly deleted EMG components. A strong ERD in the mu band and a somewhat less strong ERD in the beta band were found during walking compared to a baseline period. Furthermore, lateralized ERSPs were found, depending on the phase in the step cycle. It is concluded that this is a promising method to use in BCI research on walking. These results therefore pave the way for using brain signals related to walking in a BCI context.

I. INTRODUCTION

In rehabilitation medicine, restoring gait functions is very important, because this determines if patients can become independent. Recently the idea has arisen that Brain Computer Interfaces could be used for the rehabilitation of gait. Walking is a very automated process depending on the phase in the step cycle. It is argued that it is controlled at a subcortical level [see 1 for a review]. Animal studies in decerebrated cats suggest that central pattern generators in the spinal cord are involved. Similar results have been found in humans. In complete spinal cord patients, walking movements can be induced by stimulating the spinal cord or by putting them on a treadmill [2, for a review see 1]. This suggests that walking is at least partly controlled at subcortical levels. So the question is whether it is possible to measure brain activations during walking.

Several previous studies have shown that there are activations in cortical areas involved in walking using functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) [3] and near infrared spectroscopy (NIRS) [4,5]. However, the temporal resolution of these hemodynamic methods is in the order of seconds. To be able to see changes within a step cycle a method with a higher temporal resolution, such as electroencephalography (EEG), is necessary. The difficulty with EEG measurements during walking is that EEG is susceptible to contamination with artifacts from facial and neck muscles and movement artifacts from the electrodes and cables. Recently some attempts have been made to overcome these problems and brain signals related to walking have been reported. Kinematics from lower limb joints could be inferred from EEG signals [6]. Furthermore, gait event related spectral perturbations (ERSP) in mu, beta and gamma band were found that are coupled to the gait cycle [7,8]. Independent component analysis (ICA) and dipole analysis were used to ensure that the signals were not contaminated with artifacts.

The most appropriate candidate for the brain signal that could be used in BCI in rehabilitation is the event related desynchronization (ERD). This ERD is found in the mu and beta frequency range during movement and imagination of movement [9,10]. These ERD signals have not yet been investigated in walking. In this study we will therefore investigate the possibility to measure the ERD during walking. Furthermore the ERSPs will be investigated with methods that can easily be applied in a BCI setting. Canonical correlation analysis (CCA), a blind source separation method which provides an estimate of the autocorrelation in a signal [11], will be used to separate electromyography (EMG) and EEG sources. 

II. METHODS

A. Subjects and Design

Six healthy subjects aged between 20-26 years (mean 21.6, SD 2.3), with no history of neurological disease or lower limb pathology participated in this experiment. All subjects gave written informed consent before the start of the experiment.

Since patients usually walk slowly, we instructed the subjects to perform walking at a slow speed on a treadmill (ENRAF Nonius, Type EN-tred Reha), with a step frequency of 1.4Hz. The speed of the treadmill for the walking condition was adjusted to a comfortable speed for each subject before the start of the experiment. The walking speed was on average 2.8 (+/- 0.2) km/h. Five trials of approximately two minutes of walking were performed. Each trial consisted of a baseline period in
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which the subjects stood still and looked at a fixation cross on a computer screen. After 9 seconds an instruction appeared on the screen for 1 second. Then again a fixation cross was shown on the screen indicating that the subjects had to start the task. The treadmill started, which took about 7 seconds to come to speed. Some 120 seconds after starting the treadmill it was slowed down and stopped again. Additionally a metronome was used for about 15 seconds as soon as the second fixation cross was shown, to help the subjects synchronize to the required step frequency.

B. Methods

EEG was recorded with 62 electrodes with the ground placed on the AFz-electrode position. The EEG signals were amplified using a TMSi Refa-72 amplifier (Twente Medical Systems International, The Netherlands) and digitized at a sampling rate of 500 Hz, referenced to an average of all channels, with a low-pass filter at 135 Hz. The electromyography (EMG) of the neck muscles was recorded with ZeroWire wireless bipolar electrodes (Aurion SRL, Italy). It was sampled at 2 KHz, filtered between 10-1000 Hz, and then streamed to the EEG amplifier, where it was resampled at 500 Hz. For gait phase detection, wireless foot contact sensors were used (Footswitch, Zerowire, Aurion SRL, Italy) which were attached at the level of the calcaneus and between the dorsal heads of metatarsal I and II on both feet.

C. Analyses

Analyses were performed using the Fieldtrip toolbox for EEG/MEG-analysis [12] and Matlab (the MathWorks Inc.). The EEG and EMG data were analysed in a trial and step cycle epoch. First, whole trials were analysed with baseline (standing quietly, +/- 9 seconds) and walking period (+/- 120 seconds). Second, trials were cut into smaller epochs based on the footswitch data, starting with a left toe off (LTO), until the next left toe off (comparable to [7]). Furthermore, several other phases in the step cycle were detected, such as left heel strike (LHS), right toe off (RTO) and right heel strike (RHS). If a clear step cycle phase could not be detected from the footswitch data, the epoch was discarded from further analysis. Noisy EEG trials were removed by visual inspection of the variance in each trial and epoch.

During walking the neck muscles are active and they can contaminate the EEG signal. We used a CCA to detect EMG components [11]. This method is based on the assumption that EMG signals have low autocorrelation, while EEG signals have higher autocorrelation. First, a CCA decomposition is performed on the EEG data, resulting in a set of components that is ordered based on the autocorrelation of each component. To select the EMG components, the spectral power in the EEG frequency band (0.5-15) is compared with the EMG frequency band (15-30) for each component. When the power in the EMG is 4 times stronger than the power in the EEG band, the component was marked as an EMG component and removed. Subsequently, the EEG data was reconstructed into a “channel by time” representation. The same EMG components were removed for both the trial and step cycle analysis. On the cleaned EEG data a line noise band stop filter (50 Hz) was applied and linear trends were removed. For each trial and epoch, a baseline correction was applied by subtracting the mean potential over time to remove offsets. For the trial analysis the spectrogram was calculated with a convolution method using a sliding Hanning window of 1 s, with an interval of 0.2 s. This spectrogram was calculated per trial and then averaged. For the step cycle epochs, spectrograms were calculated per step cycle, with a sliding window and interval of 0.5 and 0.1 s respectively. These were then stretched using linear interpolation to a standard step cycle period and then averaged over trials.

![Figure 1. Spectra of an occipital channel (O1) before and after CCA component rejection and EMG spectra for a typical subject.](image-url)

- (a) Power spectra of the EEG in the O1 electrode before (solid line) and after (dashed line) CCA component rejection are shown along with the EMG spectra in the left neck muscle (dotted line).
- Time frequency representations of the (b) EMG, (c) O1 electrode before, and (d) after CCA component rejection. Colors indicate the relative change in the power. Blue colors indicate desynchronizations, red colors indicate synchronizations.
III. RESULTS

Because neck muscle activity during walking can contaminate the EEG signal, it is important that this EMG activity is correctly removed from the EEG signal. A property of EMG signals is that they have a broad spectrum and white noise properties [13]. In contrast, the power of EEG signals is typically inversely related to the frequency. This allows us to determine if the CCA component rejection method correctly removed the EMG components from the EEG data. Fig. 1 shows spectral data for a typical subject. Before rejection the EEG data in occipital channels contained strong power in frequencies in the EMG range, similar to the EMG spectrum (Fig. 1a). After CCA component rejection, the power in these frequencies was reduced. This can also be seen in the time frequency representations of the step cycles (Fig. 1b-d). Before rejection, strong broad-spectrum bands of synchronization and desynchronization were found in both the occipital channel and the EMG channel. After rejection, these bands were greatly reduced in the occipital channel. Now desynchronizations and synchronizations are revealed in the 10-18 Hz band.

In the trial analysis a clear desynchronization in the mu band during the movement could be seen, compared to the baseline period (see Fig. 2a). Furthermore a desynchronization in the beta band was also seen, although less clear. The topography of the beta and mu ERD was slightly different (see Fig. 2b and c respectively). The beta ERD was strongest above the lateral motor cortex (C3 and C4). The mu ERD was strongest above the central motor cortex (Cz).

During gait the ERSPs were found in the step cycle above the motor cortex (see Fig. 3a-b). In the swing phase (between toe off and heel strike) a desynchronization occurred in the mu and beta band. Just before heel strike and in the double support phase an increase in the power in lateralized depending on the phase in the step cycle (see Fig. 3c). Desynchronization was strongest in electrodes above the motor cortex in the swing phase of the contralateral leg (e.g. the desynchronization between RTO and RHS is strongest around C3). Just before heel strike and in the double support phase, the increments in activity were strongest in the hemisphere ipsilateral to the heel strike (e.g. the beta activity just before and after RHS was strongest around C4).

The ERSPs are quite similar in electrodes directly above the motor cortex before and after CCA. However, before CCA the topography of the beta activity was contaminated with artifacts in frontal and occipital electrodes, obscuring the effect above the motor cortex (see Fig. 4). In the topography obtained after CCA, the muscle artifacts were removed.

IV. DISCUSSION

We investigated the possibility of measuring ERD and ERSPs during slow walking. An ERD in the mu and beta band was found, although the latter one was less clear. Furthermore ERSPs were found in the step cycle.

The differences in ERD between mu and beta band could be caused by inter-individual differences. For the beta band, the peak frequency of the beta band differed among subjects. Some even showed synchronization in the frequencies where others showed desynchronization. Averaging over subjects could therefore have led to a less clear ERD in the beta band. This inter-individual difference in the frequencies of the ERD has been reported before in healthy subjects [14] and paraplegic patients [15]. In the current study, the peak frequencies of the ERD in the mu band were more similar amongst subjects.
A second interesting finding regarding the ERD is that we found a different spatial distribution in the mu and beta band. Whether this difference is caused by the inter-individual differences, or whether it represents a true difference in the generation of the mu and beta ERD, remains to be investigated.

In correspondence with [8] we found ERSPs in mu and beta band that were coupled to the gait cycle. Furthermore we could detect differences between left and right swing and double support phase, without using ICA and source analysis techniques. These changes over time give information about the frequency and phase of walking and therefore, could be useful in a BCI for rehabilitation of gait.

The CCA seems a promising method to remove EMG components from the EEG data during walking. Although former studies [7,8] already showed that the brain signals during walking can be investigated while the influence of EMG artifacts is minimized, the methods are not easily usable in an online BCI. First, ICA most of the time needs a large amount of data to estimate the components, and the optimization makes it computationally heavy and time-consuming. Second, dipole fitting is needed to select relevant components and reject the ones that have sources outside the brain, which is also time-consuming. The CCA method that we used, on the other hand, could in principle be used on single trials, as [11] have shown when measuring EEG during speech production. This could be an advantage in BCI.

Although great care was taken to exclude muscle and movement artifacts, it is still possible that some artifacts remain in the EEG data. The modulations in the lower frequency band in the occipital channel that were revealed after CCA are probably still due to remaining artifacts. These modulations could still come from muscle activity, or be caused by movement artifacts of the electrodes and head. It is unlikely that these modulations are related to brain activity involved in walking, because they are seen in the occipital electrodes. Unfortunately we did not record movements of the head. At slow speeds of walking, these movements are probably not very important. However, in future research, especially for higher speeds of walking and, it would be advisable to measure these movements in order to remove the artifacts from the EEG signals by decorrelation or another artifact removal method.

V. CONCLUSION

It is shown that it is possible to detect ERD during slow walking movements. The lateralization in the gait ERSPs that we found could be useful for brain computer interfaces, to detect and give feedback about the phase of the gait cycle. It remains to be seen if these signals can also be detected when imagining walking or in patients with paresis of the legs. A next step would be to investigate if these signals are strong enough to be detected in only a couple of trials.
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